Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) Technology FAQ
For Program Entry 2014
This document is prepared to acquaint prospective students with the Program’s application
process, the Program’s goals and objectives, as outline of the curriculum. It is also designed to
answer questions about MRI as a career. Prospective students are strongly advised to set an
appointment with an LMC advisor before starting pre-requisite testing and coursework.
WHAT IS SO EXCITING ABOUT MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING?
MRI will show extremely fine detail of human tissue without the use of ionizing radiation. The
principle of Magnetic Resonance Imaging is based on measuring signals emitted from “excited”
hydrogen nuclei in response to radio waves that have the same frequency as the nuclei
themselves. MRI magnets used are 30,000 times stronger than the earth’s magnetic field.
Since the hydrogen atom is the most abundant element in the human body, the hydrogen nuclei
(proton) is utilized for most medical purposes to produce MRI images.
WHAT IS A MRI TECHNOLOGIST?
The MRI Technologist is a medical imaging professional trained in:
• Anatomy
• Physiology
• Patient care and safety
• Physical principles of radio frequencies and magnetic fields and their medical
applications
Qualified MRI Technologists employ their knowledge to provide medical imaging services at
hospitals, physicians' offices, imaging centers and mobile MRI imaging companies for the
purpose of diagnosis and treatment of diseases.
MRI Technologists can serve in other capacities such as:
• Departmental managers
• Technical advisors and application specialists
• Sales and service for manufacturers
• Educators
EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK- U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
**(MRI falls within the category of Radiologic Technologist/Technician on the USDOL website)

•
•
•
•
•

Employment is expected to grow 28% through 2020.
As the population grows and ages, increases the demand for diagnostic imaging.
Hospitals will remain principal employer.
Also, employment in outpatient diagnostic imaging centers will continue to be available.
Job openings will arise from the need to replace technologists who leave the occupation.
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Please contact the Program Director for local, regional and national locations where graduates
have obtained employment. Kerry Mohney- mohney@lakemichigancollege.edu.
WHO DO I CONTACT FOR AN APPOINTMENT OR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION?
Gina Reitz, Health Science Secretary
Lake Michigan College
2755 E Napier Ave C-327
Benton Harbor MI 49022
269-927-8768
WHEN DO CLASSES BEGIN?
All new MRI Technology classes at Lake Michigan College begin in the Summer semester of
each year. The number of admissions is determined by clinical positions available at clinical
sites affiliated with LMC.
HOW DO I APPLY TO THE MRI PROGRAM AT LAKE MICHIGAN COLLEGE?
1. Non-medical imaging professional candidates must apply for admission to Lake
Michigan College through the Records Office and complete the prerequisite process as
outlined in Section One and Two of this handout.
2. Medical imaging professionals should contact Kerry Mohney at 269-927-8768 or
mohney@lakemichigancollege.edu. These individuals, if appropriately certified or have
previous experience as an MRI tech assistant, may be eligible for an online format of the
MRI lecture courses.
3. All student candidates and medical imaging professionals are strongly urged to make an
appointment with an advisor before registering for ANY prerequisites.
4. Candidates must meet the following requirements for acceptance into the 2014 Summer
Program.
Section One for 2014 (for 2015 check with an advisor or Program Director)
The following documents are to be submitted to the Records Office:
1. Application for Admission to Lake Michigan College. Apply online at
www.lakemichigancollege.edu.
2. High school transcript or GED results. Acceptance Criterion: High school GPA of
2.5 (on 4.0 scale) or GED composite score of 55. Equivalent Substitute: Associate
Degree or Twelve (12) credits of college level courses (above 100 level) which include a
laboratory course in Biology or Chemistry (grade C or better in each class).
3. College Transcripts. Please note, all transcripts from other institutions must be official
and sent directly to the Records Office at LMC. Transcripts containing courses that will
fulfill a the Program’s requirements should be sent immediately for official evaluation.
For courses currently in progress, the transcript containing these courses must be
received by the deadline listed in Section Two of this document. When students submit
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the Application for Health Science Candidacy and the review states all the
requirements have been met then the student will be placed on the Candidacy List.
The following three assessments must be taken at a LMC assessment center, which are
located at the Napier, Bertrand, and South Haven campuses.
1. COMPASS Assessment. This is a basic skills assessment which covers reading,
writing (English), and math. This is a College requirement for all first time college
students and is offered by the Assessment Center as listed in the LMC Class Schedule.
A study guide is available.
2. Nelson-Denny Reading Test: This test must be taken by the end of LMC Summer
semester prior to the Program application. This is an additional test to the above
COMPASS reading assessment which must be taken by all Pre-MRI students except
those with a previous degree (A.D., B.S., M.A.) from a school with English as the official
language. The Nelson-Denny is given in the Assessment Center as listed in the LMC
Class Schedule. A study tips document is available through
http://www.lakemichigancollege.edu/assessment under the Health Science Proficiency
Assessments link. Acceptance Criterion: Grade of 11.8. If he test results in below-level
scores, the recommended course must be taken and another Nelson-Denny Test must
be successfully completed at the end of the course.
3. Algebra Proficiency Test: If MATH122 LMC or transfer is older than 5 years at the
time of Program application (March 1, 2014). The student must successfully pass the
Algebra Proficiency test. Conditions apply if the test is not passed.
Required proficiency tests and the Nelson Denny require remediation if passing scores
are not met. Contact the LMC Assessment Center at 269-927-6173 if you have further
questions.
4. After meeting with a general academic advisor the student must meet with the Program
Director. Please make the appointment through the Health Science Department
Secretary- reitz@lakemichigancollege.edu, or 269-927-8768.
Section Two for 2014 (for 2015 check with an advisor or Program Director)
Candidacy List Requirements:
1. Successfully complete HEAL 166 CPR/AED (Professional Rescuer, Adult, Infant and
Child). Or Prior Experiential Learning Credit for HEAL 166.
2. Successfully complete READ 110 Medical Terminology with a "C" or better. No Prior
Experiential Credit will be allowed.
3. Successfully complete BIOL 205 Human Anatomy (10-year limitation) with a "C" or better.
4. Successfully complete PHSC 101 Physical Science: Chemistry & Physics (10-year
limitation) with a "C" or better.
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5. Successfully complete PSYC 201 Introduction to Psychology with a "C" or better.
6. Successfully complete ENGL 101 English Composition I with a "C" or better.
7. Successfully complete MATH 122 Intermediate Algebra with a "C" or better. Or higher
level MATH that requires MATH 122 as a prerequisite
8. Meet with the Program Director, Kerry Mohney, to discuss any metal implants or
medical devices that could prevent a student from pursuing a career in MRI.
9. Current LMC overall GPA of 2.5 or better.
10. Criminal background check and drug screen test if accepted into the Program.
Pre-Health Science Candidacy Audit – Students must submit this request to the Records
Office early in the Summer semester. The Records Office will review the student’s record and
notify the student of completed and outstanding requirements. This is only a review of the
student’s records. To be considered for placement on the candidacy list, the student must
submit an application.
Application for Health Science Candidacy – To be placed on the candidacy list, the student
must submit an Application for Health Science Candidacy to the Records Office. This
application can be submitted as soon as the student has completed all requirements, or is
registered for any outstanding courses or any courses being re-taken to improve a grade. All
requirements must be completed and the application submitted no later than the March 1st,
2014. Only students submitting this application will be considered for candidacy placement.
The Radiology Technology Program application deadline is May 7th 2014. Students interested
in applying to the Radiologic Technology Program may submit a separate application by May 7,
2014.
The audit and application forms are available online at www.lakemichigancollege.edu, or,
from the Records Office, the Health Science Office, or at each campus. To retrieve the forms
online go to Services for Students, then Student Resources, then forms.
In order to be considered for a Summer 2014 seat, the student's paperwork, successful tests,
course work, and application must be complete by March 1st, 2014. Completion of the
candidacy list requirements, as determined by Application for Health Science Candidacy,
achieves candidacy list placement, but does not guarantee a seat in the Program.
For applicants on the candidacy list, a Program-specific GPA will be calculated using the following
four (4) courses: MATH 122, BIOL 205, PHSC 101, and ENG 101. Admission to the Program is
based upon the students with the highest Program-specific GPA's. Should two individuals qualify
for the same seat; the cumulative GPA listed on the transcript will determine the ranking.
IF ACCEPTED, ADDITIONAL PROGRAM ORIENTATION REQUIREMENTS
Prior to Program Summer semester courses newly admitted students must complete a clinical
observation arranged in cooperation with the Program Director and a designated clinical site
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In addition, Standard First Aid or Basic First Aid course work and the respective first aid card
must be presented to the Program Director before core Program clinical course work begins.
Criminal background checks and a drug screen test is required if accepted into the program.
Students that have questions that have a prior criminal background history or have drug
screening questions should contact the Program Director.
Standard First Aid or Basic First Aid course work and the respective first aid card must be
presented to the Program Director before the Fall 2014 clinical course begins.
WHAT ARE THE PHYSICAL CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS?
Physical capabilities required in operating MRI equipment and positioning patients are:
• Physical stamina required in lifting up to 50 pounds for patient transport, bending and
lifting various MRI imaging coils
• Demonstrating good near and far visual acuity in monitoring patients and equipment
while performing MRI examinations
• Physical stamina and dexterity to sit at a computer console for manipulation of data and
data entry under low light conditions
WHAT WILL I LEARN?
Upon completion of the MRI Program, students will:
• Demonstrate an entry level working knowledge in MRI imaging.
• Employ professional values, critical thinking and communication skills as responsible
members of the health care community.
• The students will exhibit an understanding of professional values and the importance of
life-long learning and professional development.
• Graduates will be employable and meet the needs of the health care community.
HOW LONG IS THE PROGRAM?
Students qualified through current prerequisites and the ARRT as medical imaging
professionals can enroll for the Certificate Program. Students not registered as medical imaging
professionals must fulfill the prerequisites and enroll in the MRI Associates Degree Program.
The structured curriculum is designed in accordance with the Society of Magnetic Resonance
Technologists (SMRT), American Society of Radiologic Technologists (ASRT) and the American
Registry of Radiologic Technology (ARRT). The MRI Program follows the College semester
calendar and schedule for holidays and recesses.
GRADUATION AND NATIONAL REGISTRY INFORMATION:
The student will receive a Certificate or Associates Degree upon completion of the Program.
Upon graduation students are eligible to sit for the American Registry of Radiologic
Technologist’s examination, in MRI, due to the college’s accreditation with the Higher Learning
Commission. Please see the Program Director, Kerry Mohney, regarding further questions.
Some states may have additional license requirements for medical imaging professionals.
In addition, please note the following information regarding eligibility:
o Any applicant that has been convicted of a felony, and some misdemeanors, should preapply to ARRT for determination of eligibility to sit for the National Certification
examination. If a student has questions about their specific situation they should contact
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the Program Director and contact the American Registry of Radiologic Technologists,
1255 Northland Dr., St. Paul, Minnesota, 55120-1155, phone 651-687-0048
PHYSICAL EXAM & IMMUNIZATIONS:
A physical exam is required prior to beginning clinical experience in the Program. A form will be
provided upon acceptance into the Program. The physical must include the following:
• Medical clearance regarding metal implants or medical devices
• Proof of freedom from communicable diseases
• Vaccinations or proof of antibody titer immunity for the following:
o MMR (Measles, Mumps & Rubella)
o Td (Tetanus, Diphtheria)
o Hepatitis B vaccination series
o TB Skin Test with negative results or proof of freedom from TB by chest x-ray
o Varicella (chicken pox)
o Seasonal flu vaccines (during certain months of the Program)
SERIOUS ILLNESS, SURGERY OR INJURY:
Enrolled students presenting with a serious illness, surgery or injury will be required to obtain a
doctor's written release on an LMC form verifying that he/she is able to meet class and/or
clinical practice requirements without limitations, without aggravating an existing condition, and
without jeopardizing the safety and well-being of patients. This written release will be discussed
with the Program Director and retained in the student's file. The typical length of recovery for
surgery is 6 to 8 weeks, therefore it is unlikely the student will be able to continue in the
Program after surgery unless the surgery is minor and the release form is appropriately signed.
PREGNANCY:
Upon voluntary declaration of the pregnancy to Program faculty it is strongly recommended that
the student declare the pregnancy in writing to the Program Director. If a pregnant student
elects to take a leave of absence, the Program faculty will work with the student for a mutually
agreeable planned re-entry into the Program. The Program operates on a limited enrollment
format with readmission dependent upon availability and previous semester(s) completed.
COST ESTIMATES - tuition, fees, and costs are listed at the time of this publication and are
subject to change without notice.
Tuition:
In-District
$ 131.00 per contact hour
In-State
$ 178.50 per contact hour
Out-of-State
$ 223.50 per contact hour
International
$ 241.00 per contact hour
Clinical Experience Fee
$ 39.00 for program
First Aid Card
$ 40.00 for program (estimate)
Late Registration Fee:
$ 20.00 flat fee
MRI Books:
$ 800.00 for program (estimate)
Uniforms/Shoes:
$ 360.00 for program (estimate)
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For more information about a career in Radiologic Technology:
American Society of Radiologic Technologists
15000 Central Avenue, SE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87123-3917
800-444-2778
www.asrt.org
AND
The American Registry of Radiologic Technologist
1255 Northland Drive
St. Paul, MN 55102-1155
651-687-0048
www.arrt.org
AND
Visit a nearby hospital radiology department to observe different imaging modalities and types
of examinations performed on patients. Email the Program Director, Kerry Mohney, to obtain
information regarding clinical observation- mohney@lakemichigancollege.edu.
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This page is being provided as a check list for prospective candidates attempting entry in the Summer 2014
MRI Program. All students attempting entry in any of the health science programs should read the program’s
FAQ handout and are strongly urged to see an academic advisor before starting to work on candidacy list
requirements.
MRI Program FAQ Checklist- Entry 2014
Completed

Not
completed

To be
Completed at
LMC




Advising appointment with academic advisor regarding college and
Program entry requirements.
Obtain and read entire MRI Program FAQ Handout for specifics
and deadlines.
Apply to Lake Michigan College (can be done online)
High school transcript or GED sent to Records Office.
Official College transcript/s sent to records office for audit.
COMPASS testing.





Nelson Denny Reading Test successfully completed or remediation
course with successful repeat of Nelson Denny Test.
Algebra Proficiency Test if MATH 122 older than 5 years. See
Section One of this handout.
Meet with the Program Director after meeting with a general
academic advisor.
Completed BIOL 205* (“C” or better).
Completed PHSC 101* (“C” or better).
Completed MATH 122* (“C” or better).
Completed ENGL 101* English Composition I (“C” or better).
Completed PSYC 201 (“C” or better).
Completed READ 110 (“C” or better).





Completed HEAL 166 Professional Rescuer CPR/AED or … Prior
Experiential Learning for Professional Rescuer CPR/AED
(CPR/AED is what it is named in our LMC class schedule)
Submit Pre-Health Science Candidacy Audit early in Summer
semester prior to attempted year of entry.
Successful completion of all paperwork, testing, and course work
before March 1st, 2014
Submitted Application for Health Science Candidacy to Records
Office by March 1st, 2014
Overall GPA = to or greater than 2.5

*Asterisks denote ranking courses for competitive admission process.
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LAKE MICHIGAN COLLEGE
MRI PROGRAM- CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT
In order to qualify for the MRI Certificate Program the student must be a board certified medical
imaging professional and must contact the MRI Program Director for advising.
MRI Certificate
Core Program Classes Entering 2014
Summer 2014

Credit/Contact

MRIT 100 Preclinical Preparation

3 (3-0)

MRIT 101 Professional Prospectus

1 (1-0)

MRIT 114 Applied Sectional Anatomy

3 (3-0)

Fall 2014
MRIT 102 MRI Procedures and Pathophysiology I

3 (3-0)

MRIT 103 MRI Physics I

3 (3-0)

MRIT 105 Clinical Experience I

3 (0-3)
Spring 2015

MRIT 115 Computer Applications in Medical Imaging (online)

3 (3-0)

MRIT 106 MRI Procedures and Pathophysiology II

3 (3-0)

MRIT 107 MRI Physics II

3 (3-0)

MRIT 109 Clinical Experience II

3 (0-3)
Summer 2015

MRIT 108 Image Analysis

3 (3-0)

MRIT 111 Clinical Experience III

3 (0-3)

MRIT 113 MRI Registry Review (elective)

3 (3-0)

Total Credits

34-37

Please note: lecture courses are generally in late afternoon to evening hours. The majority of clinical hours are during 1
shift, but some assignments may require some early evening or weekend shifts.

st
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LAKE MICHIGAN COLLEGE
MRI PROGRAM- ASSOCIATE DEGREE
DISC. / NO. / NAME

CREDIT
HRS

PREREQUISITES/SUPPORT COURSES:
1. BIOL 205 Human Anatomy
2. PHSC 101 Physical Science: Chemistry and Physics
3. HEAL 166 CPR/AED
4. PSYC 201 Introduction to Psychology
5. MATH 122 Intermediate Algebra
6. ENGL 101 English Composition I
7. READ 110 Medical Terminology
Total Prerequisite Hours

CONTACT
HRS

4
4
1
3
4
3
1
20

5
5
1
3
4
3
2
23

3
3

3
3

1
7

2
8

COLLEGE REQUIRED COURSES:
1. ENGL 102 English Composition II
2. POSC 101 National Government or POSC 102 State Governments,
or HIST 201 American History or HIST 202 American History
3. PHED 200 Healthful Living
Total Support Hours

MRI Associate Program
Core Program Classes Entering 2014
Summer 2014

Credit/Contact

MRIT 100 Preclinical Preparation

3 (3-0)

MRIT 101 Professional Prospectus

1 (1-0)

MRIT 114 Applied Sectional Anatomy

3 (3-0)

Fall 2014
MRIT 102 MRI Procedures and Pathophysiology I

3 (3-0)

MRIT 103 MRI Physics I

3 (3-0)

MRIT 105 Clinical Experience I

3 (0-3)

Spring 2015
MRIT 106 MRI Procedures and Pathophysiology II

3 (3-0)

MRIT 107 MRI Physics II

3 (3-0)

MRIT 109 Clinical Experience II

3 (0-3)

MRIT 115 Computer Applications in Medical Imaging (online)

3 (3-0)

Summer 2015
MRIT 108 Image Analysis

3 (3-0)

MRIT 111 Clinical Experience III

3 (0-3)

MRIT 113 MRI Registry Review

3 (3-0)

Total Credits

37

Please note: lecture courses are generally in late afternoon to evening hours. The majority of clinical hours are during 1
shift, but some assignments may require some early evening or weekend shifts.

st
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